Motivation: Cell fate specification plays a key role to generate distinct cell types during metazoan development. However, most of the underlying signaling networks at cellular level are not well understood. Availability of time lapse single-cell gene expression data collected throughout Caenorhabditis elegans embryogenesis provides an excellent opportunity for investigating signaling networks underlying cell fate specification at systems, cellular and molecular levels. Results: We propose a framework to infer signaling networks at cellular level by exploring the single-cell gene expression data. Through analyzing the expression data of nhr-25, a hypodermisspecific transcription factor, in every cells of both wild-type and mutant C.elegans embryos through RNAi against 55 genes, we have inferred a total of 23 genes that regulate (activate or inhibit) nhr-25 expression in cell-specific fashion. We also infer the signaling pathways consisting of each of these genes and nhr-25 based on a probabilistic graphical model for the selected five founder cells, 'ABarp', 'ABpla', 'ABpra', 'Caa' and 'Cpa', which express nhr-25 and mostly develop into hypodermis. By integrating the inferred pathways, we reconstruct five signaling networks with one each for the five founder cells. Using RNAi gene knockdown as a validation method, the inferred networks are able to predict the effects of the knockdown genes. These signaling networks in the five founder cells are likely to ensure faithful hypodermis cell fate specification in C.elegans at cellular level. Availability and Implementation: All source codes and data are available at the github repository https://github.com/xthuang226/Worm_Single_Cell_Data_and_Codes.git.
Introduction
Metazoan organism consists of different cell types, but their development is instructed by the same genome. At early stage of development, cell fate differentiation allows diversification of cell types. The fate of the early embryonic stem cells is differentiated into various cell types which is concurrent with cell division. Cell fate specification depends Original Paper on the expression of tissue-specific genes regulated by various signaling networks. However, the underlying signaling networks at cellular level in most organisms are not well understood. It is possible, but time-consuming, to detect all the interactions and their effects among genes to reconstruct signaling networks through experiments, such as Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation Sequencing (ChIP-Seq) and gene knockout. Therefore, it is necessary to develop computational approaches to infer the signaling networks using limited experiment data. Yeang et al. (2004) proposed a Physical Network Model based on Bayesian network theory, and used Boolean variables to describe the molecular networks. To take into account feedback loop detection, Bender et al. (2010) proposed an approach to reconstruct network using time course expression profiles and knockout data on the basis of a hidden Markov model. Ourfali et al. (2007) suggested an optimization model by using protein-protein interaction (PPI), protein-DNA interaction (PDI) and gene knockout data, named Signaling-regulatory Pathway INferencE (SPINE), which analyzed activating or inhibiting effect of each gene to explain maximum number of cause-effect pairs observed from gene knockout data. However, most of these methods were designed for the inference in yeast, a single-cell organism, and they mainly focused on edge orientation rather than inferring interaction effect. Without analysis of cellular level data, they are not suitable for inferring cellular signaling networks for cell fate specification in multicellular organism such as C.elegans.
Due to the availability of cellular level information on gene function, several methods and regulatory networks for single-cell type were proposed previously. Xu et al. (2014) focused on construction of a regulatory network responsible for self-renewal and pluripotency of mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs). Yordanov et al. (2016) presented a methodology for automated reasoning a logical regulatory network model consistent with experimental observations, which was then applied to the analysis of mESCs. Both of their methods aim to refine a predefined regulatory networks based on experimental observations by considering logical functions for regulation. However, they are not suitable for inferring the potential intermediary genes and interactions to explain the indirect regulation effect. Stigler and Chamberlin (2012) inferred a regulatory network for muscle and skin development in C.elegans embryo, but only focused on C lineage and detected small number of cells. A recent research from Du et al. (2014) used single-cell gene expression data to investigate phenotypes changes of cells in 350-cell stage C.elegans embryo by RNA interference (RNAi) knockdown of twenty genes. They proposed an inferred mechanistic network involving both gene interaction and cell division. However, a detailed network with focus on a single-cell type remains to be seen.
In this article, a framework for cellular signaling network inference is proposed by using the time lapse single-cell gene expression data. It is applied for inferring signaling networks in different founder cells that mainly give rise to hypodermis (skin) in C.elegans embryo.
Materials and methods
We propose a framework to infer signaling networks at cellular level for cell fate specification based on multiple data types, including single-cell gene expression data, PPI, PDI and Genetic Interaction (GI) data. Here, we briefly sketch the framework in Figure 1 . First, single-cell gene expression data both in wild-type and mutant are preprocessed and used to infer knockdown genes' effects at cellular level. Second, the inferred knockdown genes' effects along with PDI and GI data are formatted as cause-effect pairs to be subsequently used in pathway inference. After that, candidate paths are selected in a background network constructed by the PPI and PDI data. Then, the candidate paths and the cause-effect pairs are utilized to infer pathways with sign and direction for different founder cells. Finally, by integrating the inferred pathways, signaling networks at cellular level are reconstructed.
Data acquisition
The data exploited in this work consist of single-cell gene expression data and molecular interaction data of C.elegans. The single-cell gene expression data were obtained from an automated cell lineage tracing system, which captures images from a camera with fluorescence microscope to automatically trace C.elegans cells and measure fluorescence intensity of cell as gene expression during the C.elegans embryo development in vivo (see Ho et al., 2015, Materials and Methods) .
We selected nhr-25 as a tissue-specific marker for hypodermis, whose gene expression was measured within 350-cell stage both in wild-type (16 replicates) and mutant (2-5 replicates for each single gene RNAi knockdown) C.elegans embryos. The single gene RNAi knockdown experiments were conducted for 53 genes to infer their effects on nhr-25, and additionally for pop-1 and lit-1 to validate the inferred network (see Supplementary Section I). These genes were chosen because Fig. 1 The flowchart of signaling network inference based on single-cell gene expression data (Color version of this figure is available at Bioinformatics online.) they were previously reported to be involved in hypodermis specification and development but their roles remain unknown. The details of single-cell gene expression measurement are described in Supplementary Section II. The single-cell nhr-25 gene expression data of both wild type and mutant are available at the github repository.
To uncover signaling pathways from the knockdown genes to the marker, a physical molecular interaction network (background network) is imperative, which is reconstructed from PPI and PDI data (Yeang et al., 2004; Zhang and Zhao, 2013) . In this work, PPI data was obtained from an integrative weighted PPI network in C.elegans, which includes 5039 proteins involving with 12951 interactions (Huang et al., 2016) . 721 PDIs were obtained from ReeceHoyes et al. (2011) , which proposed an enhanced yeast one-hybrid assays for high-throughput gene-centered PDIs detection.
Similar to other methods (Dorn et al., 2011; Ourfali et al., 2007; Peleg et al., 2010; Yeang et al., 2004) , cause-effect pairs, indicating that a gene holds an (activating or inhibiting) effect on another gene either directly or indirectly, were also included for the inference in this work, derived from three sources: (i) the inferred RNAi knockdown gene effect; (ii) gene regulatory effect data; (iii) genetic interaction data. The RNAi knockdown gene effects were inferred from wild-type and mutant single-cell gene expression data with methods in Section 2.2. 5611 gene regulatory effect data and 5187 genetic interaction data were retrieved from WormBase version WS248 with either activating (positive regulatory/enhancement) effect or inhibiting (negative regulatory/suppression) effect. All of them were formatted as causeeffect pairs. Totally, 7823 cause-effect pairs were obtained for the subsequent signaling pathway inference in Section 2.3.
Inference of knockdown gene effects in single cell and founder cell
After preprocessing single-cell gene expression data (see Supplementary Section III) and determining a reasonable cutoff (see Supplementary Section IV), cellular marker expression can be binarized and visualized on a cell lineage tree, shown as an example in a wild-type data set in Figure 2a . Among all the selected knockdown genes, some may not affect the marker expression, while others may hold either activating or inhibiting effect in different cells. For example, the difference of the marker expression between wild-type and pop-1 gene knockdown data is shown in the bar chart in Figure 2b . The data points in the figure are averaged values. As pop-1 gene is knocked down, the marker expression decreases in 'ABpla', 'ABpra' and 'Caa' lineages, and increases in 'ABarp' lineage, pointed by the green arrows in Figure 2b . Note that the knockdown gene may have different effects on the marker in different cells.
In Figure 2b , the changes of the marker expression between wild-type and mutant data set can be observed roughly. However, they are not able to quantitatively describe the knockdown gene effects at cellular level. To this end, wild-type and mutant expression data per cell are compared through a pipeline based on statistical hypothesis tests (See Figure 3a) . Here, a nonparametric method, Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Mann-Whitney U test), is applied. For one cell, a statistical difference between wild-type and mutant expression data is first tested with a P-value. If not significant (P > 0.05), it indicates that the knockdown gene may not affect the marker expression in the cell. Further, if it is significantly different, the cutoff condition will be considered. Specifically, for the average of wildtype data and the average of mutant data, only one of them should be greater than the cutoff (determined by the method in Supplementary Section IV), while the other should be less than the cutoff. This cutoff condition can avoid two kinds of false-positive cases: (1) the marker expresses in both wild-type and mutant; (2) the marker expresses in neither wild-type nor mutant. We only consider those knockdown genes altering the marker expression status in the mutant cell. If the condition is met, then, two groups of data will be tested by Wilcoxon one-tailed test to detect which one is greater with a significant P-value. Finally, the test result indicates the knockdown gene effect, either activation or inhibition, on the marker in the cell. For each knockdown gene, this pipeline was applied in every cell to infer its effects at cellular level.
During development, the cell fate, to generate specific cell type at later stage of the embryo, have been determined in the ancestral founder cells previously (Batra et al., 2012) . Therefore, it is necessary to detect the cell fate specification genes for individual founder cell. However, most of those genes express in descendants rather than in founder cells directly, such as nhr-25 gene expressing in later stage in the cell lineage tree in Figure 2a . Therefore, it is rational to analyze data both in the founder cell and its descendants. In this work, five founder cells, 'ABarp', 'ABpla', 'ABpra', 'Caa' and 'Cpa', shown in blue in the top of the cell lineage tree in Figure 2a , were selected, because their descendants naturally develop into hypodermis (Du et al., 2014) . The inferred knockdown gene effects in single cell are used for inferring its effects in founder cells by a statistical hypothesis tests pipeline in Figure 3b . First, a 2 Â 2 contingency table is constructed, with two columns representing the number of cells harboring significant effect and no effect respectively for a specific knockdown gene, while with two rows in wild-type and mutant respectively. Then, Fisher's exact test is performed for this contingency table to test whether this knockdown gene has a significant effect on the marker in this founder cell. If significant (P < 0.1), a 2-fold threshold is applied for deciding whether it is an activating or inhibiting effect. In other words, under the condition of significant P-value, if the number of activating effect cells is larger than 2-fold of inhibiting number, this knockdown gene may have an integrally activating effect on the marker in the founder cell, and vice versa. The inferred knockdown gene effect is formatted as cause-effect pair with a sign (6) indicating activation or inhibition. By applying this pipeline, effects of all knockdown genes were inferred in different founder cells for the marker.
Pathway inference
The knockdown gene effects can be inferred at cellular level by the methods in Section 2.2. However, the knockdown gene may not affect the marker expression directly. It is reasonably assumed that several intermediary genes/proteins pass the regulatory signals from the knockdown gene to the marker. In this section, we propose a method to infer signaling pathways with direction and sign from the knockdown gene to the marker.
Candidate path selection
To infer signaling pathway, a weighted physical molecular interaction network consisting of PPIs and PDIs, as a background network, is necessary for finding possible connecting paths from the knockdown gene to the marker (Gitter et al., 2011) . However, it is Non-deterministic Polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) to enumerate all possible connecting paths in a complex network. Therefore, an algorithm for candidate path selection is proposed based on the Markov Chain Model (MCM). All paths less than a specified length L are enumerated from the knockdown (cause) gene v c to the marker (effect) gene v e . Thus, all of them generate a subnetwork, in which nodes can be considered as a sequence of random variables in a Markov chain, namely, the present node is independent with the future and past nodes. Taken Figure 4 as an example, Pðv 5 jv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v 4 Þ ¼ Pðv 5 jv 4 Þ. Here, the probability is calculated as Pðv i jv iÀ1 Þ ¼ r iÀ1;i , where r iÀ1;i is the RSPGM score in Huang et al. (2016) if the interaction between v iÀ1 and v i is a PPI, while r iÀ1;i is the reliability assessed by Reece-Hoyes et al. (2011) if a PDI. Besides, all the probability should be satisfied by P vc2Nv i Pðv c jv i Þ ¼ 1, where N vi includes all neighbors of v i . Therefore, for any path from v c to v e and a specified length L, the path score S vc!ve can be calculated as follow,
After that, the candidate paths are selected by filtering the paths through the following threshold of path score with parameter 0 a 1,
where Path ¼ fðv c ! v cþ1 ! Á Á Á ! v e Þjv cþ1 ; v cþ2 ; . . . ; 2 Gg. If setting a ¼ 1, the path with the highest path score is selected as the candidate path.
Define variables to describe a signaling pathway
In Section 2.3.1, the method only selects candidate paths. However, directions and signs of the edges are still not determined. Here, several variables, V, E, X, D, S and K, are defined to describe the properties of a signaling pathway. V¼fv i g is a collection of all genes/ proteins on the pathway. E ¼ fe iðiþ1Þ g is a collection of all physical interactions on the pathway. Fig. 4 The flowchart of pathway inference. An example of paths linking the knockdown gene v 1 and the marker v 5 to constitute a subnetwork is shown on the left. After selecting candidate paths, a factor graph, at the top right corner, illustrates the relationship of all random variables which define a pathway. By applying message passing algorithm, the final MAP configuration can be obtained and s iðiþ1Þ ¼ 0 if no effect. K ¼ fk mn ; m < ng are three types of cause-effect pair in Section 2.1, demonstrating the (activating or inhibiting) effect between any two nodes v m and v n . 
where IðÁÞ is the indicator function. This potential function returns 1 for the reasonable pathway and 0 for the unreasonable pathway, which maps each configuration into a binary value pertaining to the constraints from the observed data.
Probabilistic graphical model for inference
To find the most likely configuration of variables describing a reasonable pathway to explain the cause-effect pairs, a factorization of the joint distribution of all random variables is defined as follow, PðX; D; SjKÞ / PðXÞ Á PðDÞ Á PðSÞ Á wðX; D; S; KÞ:
The joint distribution of X, D and S is proportional to the multiplication of the potential function in Equation (3) and the marginal distribution of each variable in X, D and S based on a factor graph at the top right corner of Figure 4 . The goal of pathway inference is to determine the intermediary nodes and their interactions with directions and signs. In other words, it needs to find the most likely configuration, Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) of the joint distribution, of all related random variables. In Equation (4) and Figure 4 , to obtain the marginal distribution of each variable, a message passing algorithm, sumproduct algorithm, can be applied in the factor graph for the inference (Yeang et al., 2004) . Due to a tree structure in the factor graph in Figure 4 , the inference steps are illustrated as: (1) Initialize all messages from the variables to the potential function based on the data involved in the pathway; (2) Update all messages from the potential function to the variables; (3) Compute marginal distribution of each variable; (4) Compute MAP of the joint distribution in Equation (4) to find the MAP configuration as the inferred reasonable pathway. By applying this method, the existence, directions and signs of interactions on the candidate path can be inferred.
Results

The inferred knockdown gene effects in different founder cells
Based on the wild-type single-cell nhr-25 expression data, a reasonable cutoff was determined as 1466.8 which is close to the result (1274.41) in Du et al. (2014) . The difference may be due to the different fluorescence microscope laser setting in the automated cell lineage tracing system.
To detect which genes involve nhr-25 gene expression regulation, we conducted RNAi single gene knockdown experiments. As mentioned in Section 2.1, 53 genes as well as pop-1 and lit-1 were knocked down. Through methods in Section 2.2, combining with the determined cutoff, the effects of these 55 genes were inferred in each founder cell. We found that 23 knockdown genes possess either activating or inhibiting effect on nhr-25 in different founder cells, shown in Table 1 . All inferred effects have a significant P-value (P < 0.1), except for the activating effect of lit-1 in founder cell 'Caa' (P ¼ 0.220) and the inhibiting effect of pop-1 in founder cell 'ABarp' (p ¼ 0.119). We consider that these two inferred effects are reliable, because when we use data beyond 350-cell stage, the P values are significant. This suggests that the knockdown effects of lit-1 and pop-1 may be observed in late stage of the embryo. The inferred effects of 21 genes (in Table 1 except for lit-1 and pop-1) were used for networks inference, while the inferred effects of lit-1 and pop-1 (marked with '?' in Table 1 ) were used to validate the inferred networks, described in Section 3.3.
The genes in Table 1 are closely related to hypodermis cell fate specification. Among them, several genes have been known for the importance of hypodermis formation, such as elt-1, elt-3, nhr-25, pal-1, tbx-8 and tbx-9 (Du et al., 2014) . In our result, elt-1, elt-3, Table 1 Effects of 23 knockdown genes on nhr-25 in the five founder cells
Rows represent knockdown genes, while columns represent founder cells. 'þ' and 'À' represent activating and inhibiting effect from the knockdown gene to the marker, respectively. '?' represents that the effects of the gene will be used for signaling network inference validation.
nhr-25 and pal-1 also have effect on nhr-25. Moreover, tbx-8 and tbx-9, as T-box transcription factors, are redundant pairs of tbx-37 and tbx-38 (Mango, 2007) , which are also contained in Table 1 . Therefore, our results include these six known hypodermis formation genes as well as other seventeen newly discovered genes.
Note that it is intriguing that one knockdown gene has an activating effect in some cells but an inhibiting effect in others. Similar to Shao et al. (2013) , we found that lag-1, pop-1 and pal-1 function in this way (see Supplementary Table S1 ). Particularly, they hold activating effect in anterior cells, while inhibiting effect in posterior cells. This suggests that the differential regulation effects for a knockdown gene in different cells may be due to asymmetry cell division between anterior and posterior cells.
The inferred signaling networks in different founder cells
The inferred effect only indicates the global effect from the knockdown gene to the marker in each founder cell. To select candidate connecting paths, we used the setting of L ¼ 5 which is consistent with Gitter et al. (2011) , because (1) short signaling cascades are reasonable; (2) average pathway length is five in KEGG database and the Science Signaling Database of Cell Signaling. Moreover, we used the setting of a ¼ 1 to select the path with highest score. The intermediary genes/proteins and their interactions with direction and sign were then inferred through the pathway inference method (see Section 2.3). Finally, in each founder cell, the inferred pathways, from all effective knockdown genes to the marker, were integrated to construct a signaling network regulating nhr-25 expression in the founder cell. The inferred signaling networks for the five founder cells are shown in Fig. 5 . In the networks, effects of many interactions are not determinate due to the limiting cause-effect pairs in Section 2.1. Although the signs of interactions are partially determined, our method is still able to infer the intermediary genes/proteins and the directions of interactions.
To measure the difference of the inferred networks, we exploited three network distance metrics, Hamming Distance (HD) (Hamming, 1950) , Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) (Butts and Carley, 2001) and Generalized Hamming Distance (GHD) (Ruan et al., 2015) . These three types of distances among networks for the five founder cells were computed with P-values (see Supplementary  Table S2 ). In the result, most of these inferred networks are not significantly different. The slight differences could arise from partially localized re-wiring under different conditions, such as extracellular signaling. However, in this paper, the experiments were not intended to capture any extracellular signaling, but focused on inferring networks for individual founder cells with fate of hypodermis.
Validation of the inferred signaling networks
To validate whether the inferred signaling networks are reasonable, we intended to investigate their availability of explaining perturbation experiment result. Particularly, we focused on pop-1 and lit-1, because they are hub nodes in the inferred networks. We intended to validate whether the prediction of pop-1 and lit-1 effects in the inferred networks are consistent with experimental knockdown effects.
In networks of 'ABarp', 'ABpla', 'ABpra' and 'Caa', all interactions from lit-1 to nhr-25 are activation (see Fig. 5a-d) . Therefore, we predicted that the global effect of lit-1 on nhr-25 would be activating in these four founder cells. Similarly, we predicted that the global effect of pop-1 on nhr-25 would be activating in 'ABpla', 'ABpra' and 'Caa', but inhibiting in 'ABarp'. This predicted inhibiting effect is due to an inhibiting interaction from pop-1 to lit-1 in 'ABarp' network, indicating that pop-1
could be a reasonable pathway to regulate nhr-25 (see Figure 5a ). To validate above predictions, we performed both pop-1 and lit-1 single gene RNAi knockdown experiments. Based on the knockdown data, through the methods in Section 2.2, pop-1 was inferred as activating effect in 'ABpla', 'ABpra' and 'Caa', but inhibiting effect in 'ABarp', while lit-1 was inferred as activating effect in all these four founder cells, shown in Table 1 marked with '?'. Therefore, the predictions are consistent with the knockdown experiment results, indicating that the inferred cellular networks are reasonable for regulating nhr-25 expression.
In the inferred networks, we found that a common module consisting of lit-1, pop-1 and wrm-1, which are the components of Wnt signaling pathway (KEGG PATHWAY: cel04310). This suggests that Wnt signaling pathway involves regulating nhr-25 gene expression. Coincidently, Hajduskova et al. (2009) and Asahina et al. (2006) have found that nhr-25 cooperates with Wnt signaling pathway for cell fate specification in C.elegans. Consequently, our inferred cellular signaling networks are reasonable for hypodermis cell fate specification in C.elegans.
Discussion
The underlying signaling networks of cell fate specification are responsible for maintaining a normal cell differentiation progression for tissue formation. From the inference by the proposed framework exploiting single-cell nhr-25 gene expression data, a list of 23 genes has been identified for hypodermis cell fate specification. These genes differentially affect nhr-25 gene expression in different founder cells and their descendants to determine their fate. By inferring the latent regulatory signaling networks, it reveals a regular and precise development of hypodermis in normal organism of C.elegans.
Through the proposed framework, we inferred signaling networks in the selected five founder cells, because most of their descendants have fate of hypodermis development. Note that, due to the strategy, this framework can be used to infer networks for any specified cells, such as the descendants of the five founder cells or the cells without fate of hypodermis. However, if different cells have the same set of effective knockdown genes, which lead to the same inferred pathways, the resultant networks will be the same.
Based on the framework strategy, we briefly discuss several factors influencing the inferred pathways which in turn determine the resultant networks. First of all, the set of effective knockdown genes can determine upstream of the inferred pathways. Second, because the pathways are extracted from a background network, different PPI and PDI data can influence the inferred pathways. Moreover, the length setting and the a setting in path extraction step in Section 2.3.1 can affect the length and the number of the inferred pathways. Finally, cause-effect pairs can influence the regulatory effect of interactions in the inferred pathways. Therefore, due to these factors, reliable data supporting and appropriate parameter setting will lead to reasonable and detailed networks.
It can be observed that several parallel pathways existing in the inferred networks. This is reasonable that overlapping parallel pathways link the cause and effect genes, similar to Piloto et al. (2007) and Gitter et al. (2011) . Moreover, the signs of interactions in the inferred networks are partially determined, because limited causeeffect pairs at this stage. However, we have already demonstrated that these networks are reasonable to reveal regulatory mechanisms for hypodermis cell fate specification in C.elegans. In the future, complete inferred signaling networks could be accomplished when more causeeffect pairs from the PDI data, GI data, or others become available.
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